October 2018 - Letter from President Jeffrey Tsay
Dear NATPA Members:
On behalf of NATPA, I would like to thank the following slate of NATPA board directors
and committee chairs for assuming their responsibilities to serve NATPA in performing
its various functions.
Board Directors
2017-2019
吳倍茂

Bay-Mao Bill Wu

taichibwu@yahoo.com

蔡靜輝

Jeff Tsay

jefftsay@uta.edu

陳敬銘

Jimmy Ching-Ming Chen

j.cmchen12@gmail.com

徐新宏

John Hsinghung Hsu

johnhsu.jhb@gmail.com

楊小娜

Shawna Yang Ryan

shawnayangryan@gmail.com

呂佳霙

Doris Lu Anderson

dluanderson@yahoo.com

陳慧玲

Huiling Chen

chl0320@yahoo.com

陳柏均

Po-Chun Chen

cpc721@gmail.com

葉耀元

Yao-Yuan Yeh

yehy@stthom.edu

2018-2020

(Vice President)
Executive Director
葉治平

Chih-Ping Yeh

cpyeh28@gmail.com

Think Tank committee Chair
周鉅原

Peter Chow

pcychow2011@hotmail.com

Publication committee Chair
李學圖

Shyu-Tu Lee

shyutulee@gmail.com

Finance Committee Chair
徐新宏

ohn Hsu

johnhsu.jhb@gmail.com

Prof. Liao Shutsung Memorial and Research Awards Committee Chairs
李敦厚

Tun-Hou Lee

tunhoule@hsph.harvard.edu

黃界清

Je-Chin Han

jechin.han@gmail.com

Membership Committee Chair
鄭麗伶

Li-Lin Cheng

hlnttis@gmail.com

Nominating Committee Chair
李中志

Chung-Chih Li

chungchih.li@gmail.com

Young Scholar Program Committee Chair
陳敬銘

Jimmy Ching-Ming Chen

j.cmchen12@gmail.com

Information Technology Committee Chair
廖祿培

Luby Liao

lubyliao@gmail.com

Advisor Board Chair
黃界清

Je-Chin Han

jechin.han@gmail.com

Most of these officers continue their services from their respective preceding terms. We
deeply appreciate their willingness to serve and continuous contributions. Virginia Shen
(Membership Committee chair) and Chih-Ping Yeh (Young Scholar Program (YSP)
committee chair) expressed their desire to step down. Both have done a great job
during their tenure. Please join me in thanking and congratulating them for their
contributions. With their respective recommendations, Li-Lin Cheng has accepted the

position of membership committee chair and Jimmy Ching-Mng Chen, YSP committee
chair. We look forward to their excellent services. The advisory board is a new ad hoc
board from which I solicit advice regarding various NATPA functions. I thank JC Han for
his willingness to help. Following the convention of most professional organizations, I
have asked Chung-Chih Li, immediate past president, to serve as the nominating
committee chair, mainly responsible for nominating new board directors and president.
Chung-Chih Li did an outstanding job as our president for the last two one-year terms.
During these past two years, he held two remarkable annual conferences and enhanced
NATPA’s image as a prestigious organization. For example, renowned politicians and
scholars such as John Bolton and Richard Fisher were invited to speak at the
conferences. NATPA’s involvement in expressing our concern about National Taiwan
University’s selection process for its president also illustrated our love for our
motherland. (In this case, we also appreciate the contributions of several NATPA
members such as Tun-Hou Lee, Frank Hsiao, Peter Chow, and CP Yeh.) Let us give
Chung-Chih Li our loudest applauses.
Please continue your enthusiastic support for NATPA for another year of success and
vitality.
Sincerely,
Jeff

